This is a test document demonstrating abbreviation styles provided by the \texttt{glossaries-extra} package. Hyperlinks are shown in \textcolor{magenta}{magenta}.

Some of the styles just use the default formatting commands (which don’t change the font). To make the default setting clearer, this document has done:

\renewcommand{\glslongdefaultfont}{\textsf{#1}}
\renewcommand{\glsabbrvdefaultfont}{\textsf{#1}}

So any text in this document that’s rendered in sans-serif would normally not have any font change implemented.

Each test entry is defined using

\begin{verbatim}
\newabbreviation[category=#1,user1={user text}]% 
{sample-#1}{short}{long form}%
\end{verbatim}

for the non-\texttt{-desc} styles or

\begin{verbatim}
\newabbreviation[category=#1,user1={user text},% 
description={sample description}]% 
{sample-#1}{short}{long form}%
\end{verbatim}

for the \texttt{-desc} styles (where \#1 is the style label). Note that many of the entries will have duplicate sort values, so don’t build this with \texttt{xindy}. You can change the ordering in the glossary to that it’s sorted according to the style name by changing the above definitions to:

\begin{verbatim}
\newabbreviation[category=#1,user1={user text},sort={#1}]% 
{sample-#1}{short}{long form}%
\end{verbatim}
\begin{verbatim}
\newabbreviation[category=#1,user1={user text},sort={#1},% 
description={sample description}]% 
{sample-#1}{short}{long form}%
\end{verbatim}

To assist with distinguishing between the various styles, the post-description hook (used after displaying the description in the glossary) is set to \texttt{\glsxtrabbrvfootnote} for all categories, and the footnote command \texttt{\glsxtrabbrvfootnote} has been redefined to include the short form hyperlinked to the glossary.

The test entries that use the \texttt{-hyphen} styles have had the \texttt{markwords} attribute set. This is designed to trigger compound word hyphenation if the inserted text (through the final optional argument of \texttt{\gls}) starts with a hyphen.
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Chapter 1

First Use

First use of \texttt{\textbackslash gls}.

- long-short: \texttt{long form (short)}.
- short-long: \texttt{short (long form)}.
- short-footnote: \texttt{short}$^1$.
- short-postfootnote: \texttt{short}$^2$.
- short-nolong: \texttt{short}.
- short-nolong-noreg: \texttt{short}.
- nolong-short: \texttt{short}.
- nolong-short-noreg: \texttt{short}.
- long-noshort: \texttt{long form}.
- long-noshort-noreg: \texttt{long form}.
- long-only-short-only: \texttt{long form}.
- long-short-sc: \texttt{long form (SHORT)}.
- short-sc-long: \texttt{SHORT (long form)}.
- short-sc-nolong: \texttt{SHORT}.
- nolong-short-sc: \texttt{SHORT}.
- long-noshort-sc: \texttt{long form}.
- short-sc-footnote: \texttt{SHORT}$^3$.
- short-sc-postfootnote: \texttt{SHORT}$^4$.
- long-short-sm: \texttt{long form (short)}.
- short-sm-long: \texttt{short (long form)}.
- short-sm-nolong: \texttt{short}.
- nolong-short-sm: \texttt{short}.
- long-noshort-sm: \texttt{long form}.
- short-sm-footnote: \texttt{short}$^5$.

$^1$\texttt{short}: long form
$^2$\texttt{short}: long form
$^3$\texttt{SHORT}: long form
$^4$\texttt{SHORT}: long form
$^5$\texttt{short}: long form
short-sm-postfootnote: short.\textsuperscript{5}
short-em-long: short (long form).
long-noshort-em: long form.
long-em-noshort-em: long form.
long-em-noshort-em-noreg: long form.
short-em-footnote: short.\textsuperscript{7}.
short-em-postfootnote: short.\textsuperscript{8}
long-short-user: long form (short, user text).
long-postshort-user: long form (short, user text).
short-long-user: short (long form, user text).
short-postlong-user: short (long form, user text).
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen: long form (short).
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: long form.
short-em-footnote-desc: short.\textsuperscript{9}.
short-em-postfootnote-desc: short.\textsuperscript{10}
short-nolong-desc: short.
short-nolong-desc-noreg: short.
long-noshort-desc: long form.
long-noshort-desc-noreg: long form.
long-only-short-only-desc: long form.
long-short-sc-desc: long form (short).
short-sc-long-desc: SHORT (long form).
short-sc-nolong-desc: SHORT.
long-noshort-sc-desc: long form.
short-sc-footnote-desc: SHORT.\textsuperscript{11}
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: SHORT.\textsuperscript{12}
short-sm-long-desc: short (long form).

\textsuperscript{5}short: long form
\textsuperscript{7}short: long form
\textsuperscript{8}short: long form
\textsuperscript{9}short: long form
\textsuperscript{10}short: long form
\textsuperscript{11}short: long form
\textsuperscript{12}SHORT: long form
long-noshort-sm-desc: long form.
short-sm-footnote-desc: short\textsuperscript{13}.
short-sm-postfootnote-desc: short\textsuperscript{14}.
long-noshort-em-desc: long form.
short-em-footnote-desc: short\textsuperscript{15}.
short-em-postfootnote-desc: short\textsuperscript{16}.
long-em-noshort-em-desc: long form.
long-short-user-desc: long form (short, user text).
long-postshort-user-desc: long form (short, user text).
short-long-user-desc: short (long form, user text).
short-postlong-user-desc: short (long form, user text).
long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg: long form.

\textsuperscript{13}short: long form
\textsuperscript{14}short: long form
\textsuperscript{15}short: long form
\textsuperscript{16}short: long form
Chapter 2

Next Use

Next use of `\gls`.
  long-short: short.
  short-long: short.
  short-footnote: short.
  short-postfootnote: short.
  short-nolong: short.
  short-nolong-noreg: short.
  nolong-short: short.
  nolong-short-noreg: short.
  long-noshort: long form.
  long-noshort-noreg: long form.
  long-only-short-only: short.
  long-short-sc: SHORT.
  short-sc-long: SHORT.
  short-sc-nolong: SHORT.
  nolong-short-sc: SHORT.
  long-noshort-sc: long form.
  short-sc-footnote: short.
  short-sc-postfootnote: SHORT.
  long-short-sm: short.
  short-sm-long: short.
  short-sm-nolong: short.
  nolong-short-sm: short.
  long-noshort-sm: long form.
  short-sm-postfootnote: short.
  short-em-long: short.
long-noshort-em: long form.
long-em-noshort-em: long form.
long-em-noshort-em-noreg: long form.
short-em-postfootnote: short.
long-short-user: short.
long-postshort-user: short.
short-long-user: short.
short-postlong-user: short.
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen: short.
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: long form.
long-short-desc: short.
short-long-desc: short.
short-postfootnote-desc: short.
short-nolong-desc: short.
short-nolong-desc-noreg: short.
long-noshort-desc: long form.
long-noshort-desc-noreg: long form.
long-only-short-only-desc: short.
long-short-sc-desc: SHORT.
short-sc-long-desc: SHORT.
short-sc-nolong-desc: SHORT.
long-noshort-sc-desc: long form.
short-sc-footnote-desc: SHORT.
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: SHORT.
short-sm-long-desc: short.
long-noshort-sm-desc: long form.
long-noshort-em-desc: long form.
long-em-noshort-em-desc: long form.
long-short-user-desc: short.
long-postshort-user-desc: short.
short-long-user-desc: short.
short-postlong-user-desc: short.
long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg: long form.
First use of $\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}[-\text{insert}]$. The conditional $\texttt{\textbackslash ifglsxtrinsertinside}$ is used by some styles to determine whether or not to include the inserted material inside the font changing command used by the style. The default is: false.

In this test chapter, each entry is reset, then displayed with

$\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrinsertinsidefalse}$

then reset and displayed with

$\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrinsertinsidetrue}$

(following the semi-colon). Some styles may only obey this conditional for particular commands. (For example, the inline commands like $\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrfull}$ may behave differently to commands like $\texttt{\textbackslash gls}$.)

Some of the styles just use the default font commands (which don’t change the font) so there’s no noticeable difference. To make the differences more noticeable this document has done:

$\texttt{\renewcommand\{\glslongdefaultfont\}[1]\{\textsf{#1}\}}$

$\texttt{\renewcommand\{\glsabbrvdefaultfont\}[1]\{\textsf{#1}\}}$

long-short: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
short-long: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
short-footnote: short-insert$^1$; short-insert$^2$.

$^1$short: long form
$^2$short: long form
$^3$short: long form
$^4$short: long form
long-noshort: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-noshort-noreg: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-only-short-only: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-short-sc: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
short-sc-long: SHORT-insert (long form); SHORT-INSERT (long form).
short-sc-nolong: SHORT-insert; SHORT-insert.
nolong-short-sc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-insert.
long-noshort-sc: long form-insert; long form-insert.
short-sc-footnote: SHORT-insert \(^5\); SHORT-INSERT \(^6\).
short-sc-postfootnote: SHORT-insert; \(^7\) SHORT-INSERT \(^8\).
long-short-sm: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
short-sm-long: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
short-sm-footnote: short-insert \(^9\); short-insert \(^10\).
short-sm-postfootnote: short-insert; \(^11\) short-insert \(^12\).
long-short-em: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
short-em-long: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
short-em-long-em: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
short-em-footnote: short-insert \(^13\); short-insert \(^14\).
short-em-postfootnote: short-insert; \(^15\) short-insert \(^16\).
long-short-user: long form-insert (short, user text); long form-insert (short, user text).
long-postshort-user: long form-insert (short, user text); long form-insert (short, user text).
short-long-user: short-insert (long form, user text); short-insert (long form, user text).

\(^5\) short: long form
\(^6\) short: long form
\(^7\) short: long form
\(^8\) short: long form
\(^9\) short: long form
\(^10\) short: long form
\(^11\) short: long form
\(^12\) short: long form
\(^13\) short: long form
\(^14\) short: long form
\(^15\) short: long form
\(^16\) short: long form
short-postlong-user: short-insert (long form, user text); short-insert (long form, user text).
short-long-desc: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
long-only-short-only-desc: long-form-insert; long-form-insert.
short-sc-long-desc: short-insert (long form); SHORT-INSERT (long form).
short-sc-long-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-insert.
short-sc-footnote-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-insert.
short-sc-footnote-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-insert.
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-insert.
short-sm-long-desc: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
short-em-long-desc: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).

\[\text{short: long form}\]
\[\text{short: long form}\]
\[\text{short: long form}\]
\[\text{short: long form}\]
\[\text{short: long form}\]
\[\text{short: long form}\]
\[\text{short: long form}\]
\[\text{short: long form}\]
short-em-long-em-desc: \textit{short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form)}.  
short-em-nolong-desc: \textit{short-insert; short-insert}.  
long-noshort-em-desc: \textit{long form-insert; long form-insert}.  
short-em-footnote-desc: \textit{short-insert\textsuperscript{29}; short-insert\textsuperscript{30}}.  
short-em-postfootnote-desc: \textit{short-insert;\textsuperscript{31} short-insert\textsuperscript{32}.}  
long-em-noshort-em-desc: \textit{long form-insert; long form-insert}.  
long-em-noshort-em-desc-noreg: \textit{long form-insert; long form-insert}.  
long-short-user-desc: \textit{long form-insert (short, user text); long form-insert (short, user text).}  
long-postshort-user-desc: \textit{long form-insert (short, user text); long form-insert (short, user text).}  
short-long-user-desc: \textit{short-insert (long form, user text); short-insert (long form, user text).}  
short-postlong-user-desc: \textit{short-insert (long form, user text); short-insert (long form, user text).}  
long-hyphen-short-hyphen-desc: \textit{long-form-insert (short-insert); long-form-insert (short-insert).}  
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen-desc: \textit{long-form-insert (short-insert); long-form-insert (short-insert).}  
short-hyphen-long-hyphen-desc: \textit{short-insert (long-form-insert); short-insert (long-form-insert).}  
short-hyphen-postlong-hyphen-desc: \textit{short-insert (long-form-insert); short-insert (long-form-insert).}  
long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg: \textit{long-form-insert; long-form-insert.}  

\textsuperscript{29}\textit{short: long form}  
\textsuperscript{30}\textit{short: long form}  
\textsuperscript{31}\textit{short: long form}  
\textsuperscript{32}\textit{short: long form}
Chapter 4

Next Use With Insert

Next use of \texttt{\gls{label}}[-\texttt{insert}].

In this test chapter, each entry is displayed with \texttt{\glsxtrinsertinsidefalse} and then displayed with \texttt{\glsxtrinsertinsidetrue} (following the semi-colon). Some styles don’t check this conditional.

- long-noshort: long form-insert; long form-insert.
- long-noshort-noreg: long form-insert; long form-insert.
- long-only-short-only: short-insert; short-insert.
- long-short-sc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
- short-sc-long: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
- short-sc-nolong: SHORT-insert; SHORT-insert.
- nolong-short-sc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-insert.
- long-noshort-sc: long form-insert; long form-insert.
- short-sc-footnote: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
- short-sc-postfootnote: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
long-postshort-user: short-insert; short-insert.
short-long-user: short-insert; short-insert.
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-noshort-desc: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-noshort-desc-noreg: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-only-short-only-desc: short-insert; short-insert.
long-short-sc-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
short-sc-long-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
short-sc-nolong-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
long-noshort-sc-desc: long form-insert; long form-insert.
short-sc-footnote-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
Full form using \glsxtrfull (inline full style). This may differ from the display form used by \gls on first use, depending on the style.

- long-short: long form (short).
- short-long: short (long form).
- short-postfootnote: short (long form).
- short-nolong: short (long form).
- short-nolong-noreg: short (long form).
- nolong-short: long form (short).
- long-noshort: long form (short).
- long-noshort-noreg: long form (short).
- long-only-short-only: long form (short).
- long-short-sc: long form (SHORT).
- short-sc-long: SHORT (long form).
- short-sc-nolong: SHORT (long form).
- nolong-short-sc: long form (SHORT).
- long-noshort-sc: long form (SHORT).
- short-sc-footnote: SHORT (long form).
- short-sc-postfootnote: SHORT (long form).
- long-noshort-sm: long form (short).
long-noshort-em: long form (short).
short-em-postfootnote: short (long form).
long-short-user: long form (short, user text).
long-postshort-user: long form (short, user text).
short-long-user: short (long form, user text).
short-postlong-user: short (long form, user text).
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen: long form (short).
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: long form (short).
long-short-desc: long form (short).
short-long-desc: short (long form).
short-postfootnote-desc: short (long form).
short-nolong-desc: short (long form).
short-nolong-desc-noreg: short (long form).
long-noshort-desc: long form (short).
long-noshort-desc-noreg: long form (short).
long-only-short-only-desc: long form (short).
long-short-sc-desc: long form (SHORT).
short-sc-long-desc: SHORT (long form).
short-sc-nolong-desc: SHORT (long form).
long-noshort-sc-desc: long form (SHORT).
short-sc-footnote-desc: SHORT (long form).
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: SHORT (long form).
short-sm-long-desc: short (long form).
long-noshort-sm-desc: long form (short).
long-noshort-em-desc: long form (short).
long-short-user-desc: long form (short, user text).
long-postshort-user-desc: long form (short, user text).
short-long-user-desc: short (long form, user text).
short-postlong-user-desc: short (long form, user text).
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen-desc: long form.
long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg: long form (short).
Chapter 6

Short Form

Short form using \texttt{\textbackslash glastexshort}. This may differ from the display form used by \texttt{\textbackslash gls} on subsequent use, depending on the style.

- long-short: \texttt{short}.
- short-long: \texttt{short}.
- short-footnote: \texttt{short}.
- short-postfootnote: \texttt{short}.
- short-nolong: \texttt{short}.
- short-nolong-noreg: \texttt{short}.
- nolong-short: \texttt{short}.
- nolong-short-noreg: \texttt{short}.
- long-noshort: \texttt{short}.
- long-noshort-noreg: \texttt{short}.
- long-only-short-only: \texttt{short}.
- long-short-sc: \texttt{SHORT}.
- short-sc-long: \texttt{SHORT}.
- short-sc-nolong: \texttt{SHORT}.
- nolong-short-sc: \texttt{SHORT}.
- long-noshort-sc: \texttt{SHORT}.
- short-sc-footnote: \texttt{SHORT}.
- short-sc-postfootnote: \texttt{SHORT}.
- long-short-sm: \texttt{short}.
- short-sm-long: \texttt{short}.
- short-sm-nolong: \texttt{short}.
- nolong-short-sm: \texttt{short}.
- long-noshort-sm: \texttt{short}.
- short-sm-footnote: \texttt{short}.
- short-sm-postfootnote: \texttt{short}.
- long-short-em: \texttt{short}.
- long-em-short-em: \texttt{short}.
- short-em-long: \texttt{short}.
- short-em-long-em: \texttt{short}.
short-em-nolong: \textit{short.}
nolong-short-em: \textit{short.}
long-noshort-em: \textit{short.}
long-em-noshort-em: \textit{short.}
long-em-noshort-em-noreg: \textit{short.}
short-em-footnote: \textit{short.}
short-em-postfootnote: \textit{short.}
long-short-user: \textit{short.}
long-postshort-user: \textit{short.}
short-long-user: \textit{short.}
short-postlong-user: \textit{short.}
long-hyphen-short-hyphen: \textit{short.}
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen: \textit{short.}
short-hyphen-long-hyphen: \textit{short.}
short-hyphen-postlong-hyphen: \textit{short.}
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: \textit{short.}
long-short-desc: \textit{short.}
short-long-desc: \textit{short.}
short-nolong-desc: \textit{short.}
short-nolong-desc-noreg: \textit{short.}
long-noshort-desc: \textit{short.}
long-noshort-desc-noreg: \textit{short.}
long-only-short-only-desc: \textit{short.}
long-short-sc-desc: \textit{SHORT.}
short-sc-long-desc: \textit{SHORT.}
short-sc-nolong-desc: \textit{SHORT.}
long-noshort-sc-desc: \textit{SHORT.}
short-sc-footnote-desc: \textit{SHORT.}
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: \textit{SHORT.}
long-short-sm-desc: \textit{short.}
short-sm-long-desc: \textit{short.}
short-sm-nolong-desc: \textit{short.}
long-noshort-sm-desc: \textit{short.}
short-sm-footnote-desc: \textit{short.}
short-sm-postfootnote-desc: \textit{short.}
long-short-em-desc: \textit{short.}
long-em-short-em-desc: \textit{short.}
short-em-long-desc: \textit{short.}
short-em-long-em-desc: \textit{short.}
short-em-nolong-desc: \textit{short.}
long-noshort-em-desc: \textit{short.}
short-em-footnote-desc: \textit{short.}
short-em-postfootnote-desc: \textit{short.}
long-em-noshort-em-desc: \textit{short.}

long-short-user-desc: short.
long-postshort-user-desc: short.
short-long-user-desc: short.
short-postlong-user-desc: short.
long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg: short.
Chapter 7

Long Form

Long form using \glsxtrlong.
  long-short: long form.
  short-long: long form.
  short-footnote: long form.
  short-postfootnote: long form.
  short-nolong: long form.
  short-nolong-noreg: long form.
  nolong-short: long form.
  nolong-short-noreg: long form.
  long-noshort: long form.
  long-noshort-noreg: long form.
  long-only-short-only: long form.
  long-short-sc: long form.
  short-sc-long: long form.
  short-sc-nolong: long form.
  nolong-short-sc: long form.
  long-noshort-sc: long form.
  short-sc-footnote: long form.
  short-sc-postfootnote: long form.
  long-short-sm: long form.
  short-sm-long: long form.
  short-sm-nolong: long form.
  nolong-short-sm: long form.
  long-noshort-sm: long form.
  short-sm-footnote: long form.
  short-sm-postfootnote: long form.
  long-short-em: long form.
  short-em-long: long form.
  short-em-long-em: long form.
  short-em-nolong: long form.
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nolong-short-em: long form.
long-noshort-em: long form.
long-em-noshort-em: long form.
long-em-noshort-em-noreg: long form.
short-em-footnote: long form.
short-em-postfootnote: long form.
long-short-user: long form.
long-postshort-user: long form.
short-long-user: long form.
short-postlong-user: long form.
long-hyphen-short-hyphen: long form.
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen: long form.
short-hyphen-long-hyphen: long form.
short-hyphen-postlong-hyphen: long form.
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: long form.
long-short-desc: long form.
short-long-desc: long form.
short-footnote-desc: long form.
short-postfootnote-desc: long form.
short-nolong-desc: long form.
short-nolong-desc-noreg: long form.
long-noshort-desc: long form.
long-noshort-desc-noreg: long form.
long-only-short-only-desc: long form.
long-short-sc-desc: long form.
short-sc-long-desc: long form.
short-sc-nolong-desc: long form.
long-noshort-sc-desc: long form.
short-sc-footnote-desc: long form.
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: long form.
long-short-sm-desc: long form.
short-sm-long-desc: long form.
short-sm-nolong-desc: long form.
long-noshort-sm-desc: long form.
short-sm-footnote-desc: long form.
short-sm-postfootnote-desc: long form.
long-short-em-desc: long form.
short-em-long-desc: long form.
short-em-long-em-desc: long form.
short-em-nolong-desc: long form.
long-noshort-em-desc: long form.
short-em-footnote-desc: long form.
short-em-postfootnote-desc: long form.
long-em-noshort-em-desc: long form.
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long-short-user-desc: long form.
long-postshort-user-desc: long form.
short-long-user-desc: long form.
short-postlong-user-desc: long form.
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen-desc: long form.
long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg: long form.
Chapter 8

Full Form With Insert

Full form using \glsxtrfull{label}\[-insert] (inline full style). In this test chapter, each entry is displayed with \glsxtrinsertinsidefalse and then displayed with \glsxtrinsertinsidetrue (following the semi-colon).

- **long-short**: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
- **short-long**: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
- **short-footnote**: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
- **short-postfootnote**: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
- **short-nolong**: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
- **short-nolong-noreg**: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
- **nolong-short**: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
- **nolong-short-noreg**: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
- **long-noshort**: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
- **long-noshort-noreg**: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
- **long-only-short-only**: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
- **long-short-sc**: long form-insert (SHORT); long form-insert (SHORT).
- **short-sc-long**: SHORT-insert (long form); SHORT-INSERT (long form).
- **short-sc-nolong**: SHORT-insert (long form); SHORT-INSERT (long form).
- **nolong-short-sc**: long form-insert (SHORT); long form-insert (SHORT).
- **long-noshort-sc**: long form-insert (SHORT); long form-insert (SHORT).
- **short-sc-footnote**: SHORT-insert (long form); SHORT-INSERT (long form).
- **short-sc-postfootnote**: SHORT-insert (long form); SHORT-INSERT (long form).
- **long-short-sm**: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
- **short-sm-long**: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
- **short-sm-nolong**: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
- **nolong-short-sm**: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
- **long-noshort-sm**: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
- **short-sm-footnote**: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
- **short-sm-postfootnote**: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
- **long-short-em**: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
- **long-em-short-em**: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
- **short-em-long**: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
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short-em-long-em: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
short-em-nolong: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
nolong-short-em: \textit{long form-insert (short)}; \textit{long form-insert (short)}.
long-noshort-em: \textit{long form-insert (short)}; \textit{long form-insert (short)}.
long-em-noshort-em: \textit{long form-insert (short)}; \textit{long form-insert (short)}.
short-em-footnote: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
short-em-postfootnote: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
long-short-user: \textit{long form-insert (short, user text)}; \textit{long form-insert (short, user text)}.
long-postshort-user: \textit{long form-insert (short, user text)}; \textit{long form-insert (short, user text)}.
short-long-user: \textit{short-insert (long form, user text)}; \textit{short-insert (long form, user text)}.
short-postlong-user: \textit{short-insert (long form, user text)}; \textit{short-insert (long form, user text)}.
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen: \textit{long form-insert (short)}; \textit{long form-insert (short)}.
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: \textit{long-form-insert (short)}; \textit{long-form-insert (short)}.
long-short-desc: \textit{long form-insert (short)}; \textit{long form-insert (short)}.
short-long-desc: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
short-footnote-desc: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
short-postfootnote-desc: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
short-nolong-desc-noreg: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
long-noshort-desc: \textit{long form-insert (short)}; \textit{long form-insert (short)}.
short-nolong-desc: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
long-only-short-only-desc: \textit{long form-insert (short)}; \textit{long form-insert (short)}.
long-short-sc-desc: \textit{long form-insert (SHORT)}; \textit{long form-insert (SHORT)}.
short-sc-long-desc: \textit{SHORT-insert (long form)}; \textit{SHORT-insert (long form)}.
short-sc-nolong-desc: \textit{SHORT-insert (long form)}; \textit{SHORT-insert (long form)}.
long-noshort-sc-desc: \textit{long form-insert (SHORT)}; \textit{long form-insert (SHORT)}.
short-sc-footnote-desc: \textit{SHORT-insert (long form)}; \textit{SHORT-insert (long form)}.
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: \textit{SHORT-insert (long form)}; \textit{SHORT-insert (long form)}.
long-short-sm-desc: \textit{long form-insert (short)}; \textit{long form-insert (short)}.
short-sm-long-desc: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
short-sm-nolong-desc: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
long-noshort-sm-desc: \textit{long form-insert (short)}; \textit{long form-insert (short)}.
short-sm-footnote-desc: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
short-sm-postfootnote-desc: \textit{short-insert (long form)}; \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
long-short-em-desc: \textit{long form-insert (short)}; \textit{long form-insert (short)}.
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short-em-long-desc: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
short-em-nolong-desc: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
long-noshort-em-desc: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
short-em-footnote-desc: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
short-em-postfootnote-desc: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).
long-em-noshort-em-desc: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
short-em-long-desc: short-insert (long form); short-insert (long form).

long-short-user-desc: long form-insert (short, user text); long form-insert (short, user text).
long-postshort-user-desc: long form-insert (short, user text); long form-insert (short, user text).
short-long-user-desc: short-insert (long form, user text); short-insert (long form, user text).
short-postlong-user-desc: short-insert (long form, user text); short-insert (long form, user text).
long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg: long form-insert (short); long form-insert (short).
Chapter 9

Short Form With Insert

Short form using \glstextrshort{label}[\insert].
In this test chapter, each entry is displayed with \glstextrinsert{inside=false} and then displayed with \glstextrinsert{inside=true} (following the semi-colon).

- long-only-short-only: short-insert; short-insert.
- long-short-sc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
- short-sc-long: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
- short-sc-nolong: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
- nolong-short-sc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
- long-noshort-sc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
- short-sc-footnote: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
- short-sc-postfootnote: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
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long-postshort-user: short-insert; short-insert.
short-long-user: short-insert; short-insert.
long-only-short-only-desc: short-insert; short-insert.
long-short-sc-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
short-sc-long-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
short-sc-nolong-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
long-noshort-sc-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
short-sc-footnote-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: SHORT-insert; SHORT-INSERT.
Chapter 10

Long Form With Insert

Long form using \ACHINEs\{label\}[][insert]. Note that the \textit{hyphen} styles with the \textit{markwords} attribute don’t adjust in this case.

In this test chapter, each entry is displayed with \ACHINEs{insertinsidefalse} and then displayed with \ACHINEs{insertsidetrue} (following the semi-colon).

- \textit{long-short}: \textit{long form}\textit{-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{short-long}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{short-footnote}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{short-postfootnote}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{short-nolong}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{short-nolong-noreg}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{nolong-short}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{nolong-short-noreg}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{long-noshort}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{long-noshort-noreg}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{long-only-short-only}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{long-short-sc}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{short-sc-long}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{short-sc-nolong}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{nolong-short-sc}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{long-noshort-sc}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{short-sc-footnote}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{short-sc-postfootnote}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
- \textit{long-short-sm}: \textit{long form-insert}; \textit{long form-insert}.
long-short-user: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-postshort-user: long form-insert; long form-insert.
short-long-user: long form-insert; long form-insert.
short-postlong-user: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-noshort-desc: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-noshort-desc-noreg: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-only-short-only-desc: long form-insert; long form-insert.
short-sc-long-desc: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-noshort-sc-desc: long form-insert; long form-insert.
long-postshort-user-desc: long form-insert; long form-insert.
short-long-user-desc: long form-insert; long form-insert.
Chapter 11

First Form

First form using \texttt{\glsfirst}. This may be different from the first use of \texttt{\gls} depending on the style.

long-short: \texttt{long form (short)}.
short-long: \texttt{short (long form)}.
short-footnote: \texttt{short}.
short-postfootnote: \texttt{short}\textsuperscript{2}.
short-nolong: \texttt{short}.
short-nolong-noreg: \texttt{short}.
nolong-short: \texttt{short}.
nolong-short-noreg: \texttt{short}.
long-noshort: \texttt{long form}.
long-noshort-noreg: \texttt{long form}.
long-only-short-only: \texttt{long form}.
long-short-sc: \texttt{long form (SHORT)}.
short-sc-long: \texttt{SHORT (long form)}.
short-sc-nolong: \texttt{SHORT}.
nolong-short-sc: \texttt{SHORT}.
long-noshort-sc: \texttt{long form}.
short-sc-footnote: \texttt{SHORT}\textsuperscript{3}.
short-sc-postfootnote: \texttt{SHORT}\textsuperscript{4}.
long-short-sm: \texttt{long form (short)}.
short-sm-long: \texttt{short (long form)}.
short-sm-nolong: \texttt{short}.
nolong-short-sm: \texttt{short}.
long-noshort-sm: \texttt{long form}.
short-sm-footnote: \texttt{short}\textsuperscript{5}.

\textsuperscript{1}\texttt{short}: \texttt{long form}
\textsuperscript{2}\texttt{short}: \texttt{long form}
\textsuperscript{3}\texttt{SHORT}: \texttt{long form}
\textsuperscript{4}\texttt{SHORT}: \texttt{long form}
\textsuperscript{5}\texttt{short}: \texttt{long form}
short-sm-postfootnote: short,\textsuperscript{6}
short-em-long: short (long form).
long-noshort-em: long form.
long-em-noshort-em: long form.
long-em-noshort-em-noreg: long form.
short-em-footnote: short\textsuperscript{7}.
short-em-postfootnote: short,\textsuperscript{8}
long-short-user: long form (short, user text).
long-postshort-user: long form (short, user text).
short-long-user: short (long form, user text).
short-postlong-user: long form (long form, user text).
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen: long form (short).
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: long form.
long-short-desc: long form (short).
short-long-desc: short (long form).
short-footnote-desc: short,\textsuperscript{9}
short-postfootnote-desc: short,\textsuperscript{10}
short-nolong-desc: short.
short-nolong-desc-noreg: short.
long-noshort-desc: long form.
long-noshort-desc-noreg: long form.
long-only-short-only-desc: long form.
long-short-sc-desc: long form (short).
short-sc-long-desc: SHORT (long form).
short-sc-nolong-desc: SHORT.
long-noshort-sc-desc: long form.
short-sc-footnote-desc: SHORT,\textsuperscript{11}
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: SHORT,\textsuperscript{12}
short-sm-long-desc: short (long form).

\textsuperscript{6}short: long form
\textsuperscript{7}short: long form
\textsuperscript{8}short: long form
\textsuperscript{9}short: long form
\textsuperscript{10}short: long form
\textsuperscript{11}short: long form
\textsuperscript{12}short: long form
long-noshort-sm-desc: long form.
short-sm-footnote-desc: short\textsuperscript{13}.
short-sm-postfootnote-desc: short\textsuperscript{14}.
long-noshort-em-desc: long form.
short-em-footnote-desc: short\textsuperscript{15}.
short-em-postfootnote-desc: short\textsuperscript{16}.
long-em-noshort-em-desc: long form.
long-short-user-desc: long form (short, user text).
long-postshort-user-desc: long form (short, user text).
short-long-user-desc: short (long form, user text).
short-postlong-user-desc: short (long form, user text).
long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg: long form.

\textsuperscript{13} short: long form
\textsuperscript{14} short: long form
\textsuperscript{15} short: long form
\textsuperscript{16} short: long form
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Text Form

Text form using `\glstext`. This may be different from the subsequent use of `\gls` depending on the style.

- long-short: `short`
- short-long: `short`
- short-footnote: `short`
- short-postfootnote: `short`
- short-nolong: `short`
- short-nolong-noreg: `short`
- nolong-short: `short`
- nolong-short-noreg: `short`
- long-noshort: `long form`
- long-noshort-noreg: `long form`
- long-only-short-only: `short`
- long-short-sc: `SHORT`
- short-sc-long: `SHORT`
- short-sc-nolong: `SHORT`
- nolong-short-sc: `SHORT`
- long-noshort-sc: `long form`
- short-sc-footnote: `SHORT`
- short-sc-postfootnote: `SHORT`
- long-short-sm: `short`
- short-sm-long: `short`
- short-sm-nolong: `short`
- nolong-short-sm: `short`
- long-noshort-sm: `long form`
- short-sm-footnote: `short`
- short-sm-postfootnote: `short`
- long-short-em: `short`
- long-em-short-em: `short`
- short-em-long: `short`
- short-em-long-em: `short`
long-noshort-em: long form.
long-em-noshort-em: long form.
long-em-noshort-em-noreg: long form.
short-em-postfootnote: short.
long-short-user: short.
long-postshort-user: short.
short-long-user: short.
short-postlong-user: short.
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen: short.
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: long form.
long-short-desc: short.
short-long-desc: short.
short-postfootnote-desc: short.
short-nolong-desc: short.
short-nolong-desc-noreg: short.
long-noshort-desc: long form.
long-noshort-desc-noreg: long form.
long-only-short-only-desc: short.
long-short-sc-desc: SHORT.
short-sc-long-desc: SHORT.
short-sc-nolong-desc: SHORT.
long-noshort-sc-desc: long form.
short-sc-footnote-desc: SHORT.
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: SHORT.
short-sm-long-desc: short.
long-noshort-sm-desc: long form.
long-noshort-em-desc: long form.
long-em-noshort-em-desc: long form.
long-em-noshort-em-desc-noreg: *long form.*
long-short-user-desc: *short.*
long-postshort-user-desc: *short.*
short-long-user-desc: *short.*
short-postlong-user-desc: *short.*
long-hyphen-short-hyphen-desc: *short.*
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen-desc: *short.*
short-hyphen-long-hyphen-desc: *short.*
short-hyphen-postlong-hyphen-desc: *short.*
long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg: *long form.*
Chapter 13

First Form With Insert

First form using \glsfirst{label}[-insert]. This is different from the first use of \gls as can be seen by the location of the inserted material. (There’s no check for the conditional \ifglsxtrinsertinside.) In general it’s best not to use \glsfirst with abbreviations. Use either \gls (possibly with a reset) or \glsxtrfull.

\begin{itemize}
  \item long-short: long form (short)-insert.
  \item short-long: short (long form)-insert.
  \item short-footnote: short\textsuperscript{1}-insert.
  \item short-postfootnote: short-insert\textsuperscript{2}.
  \item short-nolong: short-insert.
  \item short-nolong-noreg: short-insert.
  \item nolong-short: short-insert.
  \item nolong-short-noreg: short-insert.
  \item long-noshort: long form-insert.
  \item long-noshort-noreg: long form-insert.
  \item long-only-short-only: long form-insert.
  \item long-short-sc: long form (SHORT)-insert.
  \item short-sc-long: SHORT (long form)-insert.
  \item short-sc-nolong: SHORT-insert.
  \item nolong-short-sc: SHORT-insert.
  \item long-noshort-sc: long form-insert.
  \item short-sc-footnote: SHORT\textsuperscript{3}-insert.
  \item short-sc-postfootnote: SHORT-insert\textsuperscript{4}.
  \item long-short-sm: long form (short)-insert.
  \item short-sm-long: short (long form)-insert.
  \item short-sm-nolong: short-insert.
  \item nolong-short-sm: short-insert.
\end{itemize}

\begin{footnotes}
\footnote{\textsuperscript{1}} short: long form
\footnote{\textsuperscript{2}} short: long form
\footnote{\textsuperscript{3}} \textsc{short}: long form
\footnote{\textsuperscript{4}} \textsc{short}: long form
\end{footnotes}
long-noshort-sm: long form-insert.
short-sm-footnote: short\(^5\)-insert.
short-sm-postfootnote: short\(^6\)-insert.
short-em-long: short (long form)-insert.
short-em-footnote: short\(^7\)-insert.
short-em-postfootnote: short\(^8\)-insert.
long-short-user: long form (short, user text)-insert.
long-postshort-user: long form-insert (short, user text).
short-long-user: short (long form, user text)-insert.
short-postlong-user: long form-insert (short, user text).
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: long form-insert.
short-long-desc: long form-insert.
short-long-desc: short (long form)-insert.
nolong-long-desc: short-insert.
long-noshort-desc: long form-insert.
long-noshort-desc-noreg: long form-insert.
long-only-short-only-desc: long form-insert.
long-short-sc-desc: long form (SHORT)-insert.
short-sc-long-desc: SHORT (long form)-insert.
short-sc-nolong-desc: SHORT-insert.
long-noshort-sc-desc: long form-insert.
short-sc-footnote-desc: SHORT\(^{11}\)-insert.
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: SHORT-insert\(^{12}\)
short-sm-long-desc: short (long form)-insert.
long-noshort-sm-desc: long form-insert.
short-sm-footnote-desc: short\textsuperscript{13}-insert.
short-sm-postfootnote-desc: short-insert.\textsuperscript{14}
short-em-footnote-desc: short\textsuperscript{15}-insert.
short-em-postfootnote-desc: short-insert.\textsuperscript{16}
long-short-user-desc: long form (short, user text)-insert.
long-postshort-user-desc: long form-insert (short, user text).
short-long-user-desc: short (long form, user text)-insert.
short-postlong-user-desc: long form-insert (long form, user text).

\textsuperscript{13}\textit{short}: long form
\textsuperscript{14}\textit{short}: long form
\textsuperscript{15}\textit{short}: long form
\textsuperscript{16}\textit{short}: long form
Chapter 14

Text Form With Insert

Text form using \glstext{label}[-insert]. This doesn’t check for the conditional \ifglsxtrinsertinside.

- long-noshort: long form-insert.
- long-noshort-noreg: long form-insert.
- long-only-short-only: short-insert.
- long-short-sc: SHORT-insert.
- short-sc-long: SHORT-insert.
- short-sc-nolong: SHORT-insert.
- nolong-short-sc: SHORT-insert.
- long-noshort-sc: long form-insert.
- short-sc-postfootnote: SHORT-insert.
long-short-user: short-insert.
long-postshort-user: short-insert.
short-long-user: short-insert.
long-hyphen-noshort-noreg: long form-insert.
long-noshort-desc: long form-insert.
long-noshort-desc-noreg: long form-insert.
long-only-short-only-desc: short-insert.
long-short-sc-desc: SHORT-insert.
short-sc-long-desc: SHORT-insert.
short-sc-nolong-desc: SHORT-insert.
long-noshort-sc-desc: long form-insert.
short-sc-postfootnote-desc: SHORT-insert.
long-noshort-sm-desc: long form-insert.
long-short-user-desc: *short-insert.*
long-postshort-user-desc: *short-insert.*
short-long-user-desc: *short-insert.*
short-postlong-user-desc: *short-insert.*
long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen-desc: *short-insert.*
long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg: *long form-insert.*
Chapter 15

Summary

15.1 long-short

First use \texttt{\textbackslash{gls}}\{\texttt{label}\}: long form (short).
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash{gls}}\{\texttt{label}\}: short.
First use \texttt{\textbackslash{gls}}\{\texttt{label}\}[-insert]: long form-insert (short).
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash{gls}}\{\texttt{label}\}[-insert]: short-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash{glsxtrfull}}\{\texttt{label}\}[-insert]: long form-insert (short).
\texttt{\textbackslash{glsxtrshort}}\{\texttt{label}\}[-insert]: short-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash{glsxtrlong}}\{\texttt{label}\}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.2 short-long

First use \texttt{\textbackslash{gls}}\{\texttt{label}\}: short (long form).
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash{gls}}\{\texttt{label}\}: short.
First use \texttt{\textbackslash{gls}}\{\texttt{label}\}[-insert]: short-insert (long form).
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash{gls}}\{\texttt{label}\}[-insert]: short-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash{glsxtrfull}}\{\texttt{label}\}[-insert]: short-insert (long form).
\texttt{\textbackslash{glsxtrshort}}\{\texttt{label}\}[-insert]: short-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash{glsxtrlong}}\{\texttt{label}\}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.
15.3 short-footnote

First use \gls{label}: short\textsuperscript{1}.
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert\textsuperscript{2}.
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.4 short-postfootnote

First use \gls{label}: short\textsuperscript{3}.
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert\textsuperscript{4}.
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.5 short-nolong

First use \gls{label}: short.
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

\begin{footnotes}
\footnotetext[1]{short: long form}
\footnotetext[2]{short: long form}
\footnotetext[3]{short: long form}
\footnotetext[4]{short: long form}
\end{footnotes}
15.6 short-nolong-noreg

First use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\texttt{}}}$: \texttt{short}.
Next use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\texttt{}}}$: \texttt{short}.
First use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{short-insert}.
Next use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{short-insert}.
$\text{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrfull\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{short-insert (long form)}.
$\text{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrshort\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{short-insert}.
$\text{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrlong\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{long form-insert}.
Name: \texttt{short}.
Sort: \texttt{short}.
Description: long form.

15.7 nolong-short

First use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\texttt{}}}$: \texttt{short}.
Next use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\texttt{}}}$: \texttt{short}.
First use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{short-insert}.
Next use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{short-insert}.
$\text{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrfull\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{long form-insert (short)}.
$\text{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrshort\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{short-insert}.
$\text{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrlong\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{long form-insert}.
Name: \texttt{short}.
Sort: \texttt{short}.
Description: long form.

15.8 nolong-short-noreg

First use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\texttt{}}}$: \texttt{short}.
Next use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\texttt{}}}$: \texttt{short}.
First use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{short-insert}.
Next use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{short-insert}.
$\text{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrfull\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{long form-insert (short)}.
$\text{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrshort\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{short-insert}.
$\text{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrlong\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{long form-insert}.
Name: \texttt{short}.
Sort: \texttt{short}.
Description: long form.

15.9 long-noshort

First use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\texttt{}}}$: \texttt{long form}.
Next use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\texttt{}}}$: \texttt{long form}.
First use $\text{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{}\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: \texttt{long form-insert}.
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrfull\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert (short).
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrshort\{label\}[-insert]}: short-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrlong\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.10 long-noshort-noreg

First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: long form.
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: long form.
First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrfull\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert (short).
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrshort\{label\}[-insert]}: short-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrlong\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.11 long-only-short-only

First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: long form.
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: short.
First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}[-insert]}: short-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrfull\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert (short).
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrshort\{label\}[-insert]}: short-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrlong\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.12 long-short-sc

First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: long form (\texttt{SHORT}).
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: \texttt{SHORT}.
First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert (\texttt{SHORT}).
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}[-insert]}: \texttt{SHORT-INSERT}.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrfull\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert (\texttt{SHORT}).
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrshort\{label\}[-insert]}: \texttt{SHORT-INSERT}.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrlong\{label\}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
Name: \texttt{SHORT}.
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Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.13 short-sc-long

First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: SHORT (long form).
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: SHORT.
First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}\[-insert\]}: SHORT-INSERT (long form).
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}\[-insert\]}: SHORT-INSERT.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrfull\{label\}\[-insert\]}: SHORT-INSERT (long form).
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrshort\{label\}\[-insert\]}: SHORT-INSERT.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrlong\{label\}\[-insert\]}: long form-insert.
Name: SHORT.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.14 short-sc-nolong

First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: SHORT.
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: SHORT.
First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}\[-insert\]}: SHORT-insert.
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}\[-insert\]}: SHORT-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrfull\{label\}\[-insert\]}: SHORT-INSERT (long form).
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrshort\{label\}\[-insert\]}: SHORT-INSERT.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrlong\{label\}\[-insert\]}: long form-insert.
Name: SHORT.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.15 nolong-short-sc

First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: SHORT.
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}: SHORT.
First use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}\[-insert\]}: SHORT-insert.
Next use \texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}\[-insert\]}: SHORT-insert.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrfull\{label\}\[-insert\]}: long form-insert (SHORT).
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrshort\{label\}\[-insert\]}: SHORT-INSERT.
\texttt{\textbackslash glxstrlong\{label\}\[-insert\]}: long form-insert.
Name: SHORT.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.
15.16  long-noshort-sc

First use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}}: long form.
Next use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}}: long form.
First use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
Next use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
\textit{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrfull\{label\}}[-insert]}: long form-insert (short).
\textit{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrshort\{label\}}[-insert]}: SHORT-INSERT.
\textit{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrlong\{label\}}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.17  short-sc-footnote

First use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}}:短5.
Next use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}}: SHORT.
First use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}[-insert]}: SHORT-INSERT6.
Next use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}[-insert]}: SHORT-INSERT.
\textit{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrfull\{label\}}[-insert]}: SHORT-INSERT (long form).
\textit{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrshort\{label\}}[-insert]}: SHORT-INSERT.
\textit{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrlong\{label\}}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.18  short-sc-postfootnote

First use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}}: short7.
Next use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}}: short.
First use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}[-insert]}: SHORT-INSERT8.
Next use \textit{\texttt{\textbackslash gls\{label\}}[-insert]}: SHORT-INSERT.
\textit{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrfull\{label\}}[-insert]}: SHORT-INSERT (long form).
\textit{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrshort\{label\}}[-insert]}: SHORT-INSERT.
\textit{\texttt{\textbackslash glsxtrlong\{label\}}[-insert]}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

---

5\texttt{SHORT}: long form
6\texttt{SHORT}: long form
7\texttt{SHORT}: long form
8\texttt{SHORT}: long form
15.19 long-short-sm

First use \gls{label}: long form (short).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short).
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.20 short-sm-long

First use \gls{label}: short (long form).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form).
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.21 short-sm-nolong

First use \gls{label}: short.
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.22 nolong-short-sm

First use \gls{label}: short.
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.

Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.23 long-noshort-sm

First use \gls{label}: long form.
Next use \gls{label}: long form.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.

Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.24 short-sm-footnote

First use \gls{label}: short\textsuperscript{9}.
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert\textsuperscript{10}.
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.

Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.25 short-sm-postfootnote

First use \gls{label}: short\textsuperscript{11}.
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert\textsuperscript{12}.
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.

\textsuperscript{9}short: long form
\textsuperscript{10}short: long form
\textsuperscript{11}short: long form
\textsuperscript{12}short: long form
\glsxtrfull{-insert}: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{-insert}: long form-insert.

Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

### 15.26 long-short-em

First use \gls{label}: long form (short).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert (short).
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{-insert}: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{-insert}: long form-insert.

Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

### 15.27 long-em-short-em

First use \gls{label}: long form (short).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert (short).
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{-insert}: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{-insert}: long form-insert.

Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

### 15.28 short-em-long

First use \gls{label}: short (long form).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: short-insert (long form).
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{-insert}: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{-insert}: long form-insert.

Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.29 short-em-long-em

First use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}$: short (long form).
Next use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}$: short.
First use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: short-insert (long form).
Next use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: short-insert.
$\text{glsxtrfull}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: short-insert (long form).
$\text{glsxtrshort}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: short-insert.
$\text{glsxtrlong}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.30 short-em-nolong

First use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}$: short.
Next use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}$: short.
First use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: short-insert.
Next use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: short-insert.
$\text{glsxtrfull}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: short-insert (long form).
$\text{glsxtrshort}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: short-insert.
$\text{glsxtrlong}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.31 nolong-short-em

First use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}$: short.
Next use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}$: short.
First use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: short-insert.
Next use $\text{gls}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: short-insert.
$\text{glsxtrfull}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: long form-insert (short).
$\text{glsxtrshort}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: short-insert.
$\text{glsxtrlong}\{\text{label}\}[-\text{insert}]$: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.
15.32 long-noshort-em

First use \gls{label}: long form.
Next use \gls{label}: long form.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}{-insert}: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.33 long-em-noshort-em

First use \gls{label}: long form.
Next use \gls{label}: long form.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}{-insert}: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.34 long-em-noshort-em-noreg

First use \gls{label}: long form.
Next use \gls{label}: long form.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}{-insert}: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.35 short-em-footnote

First use \gls{label}: short\textsuperscript{13}.

\textsuperscript{13}short: long form
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: short-insert\textsuperscript{14}.
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}{-insert}: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.36 short-em-postfootnote

First use \gls{label}: short.\textsuperscript{15}
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: short-insert.\textsuperscript{16}
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}{-insert}: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.37 long-short-user

First use \gls{label}: long form (short, user text).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert (short, user text).
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}{-insert}: long form-insert (short, user text).
\glsxtrshort{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.38 long-postshort-user

First use \gls{label}: long form (short, user text).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert (short, user text).
\textsuperscript{14}short: long form
\textsuperscript{15}short: long form
\textsuperscript{16}short: long form
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Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.  \
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert (short, user text).  \
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.  \
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert.  
Name: short.  
Sort: short.  
Description: long form.

15.39 short-long-user

First use \gls{label}: short (long form, user text).  
Next use \gls{label}: short.  
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form, user text).  
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.  \
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form, user text).  \
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.  \
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert.  
Name: short.  
Sort: short.  
Description: long form.

15.40 short-postlong-user

First use \gls{label}: short (long form, user text).  
Next use \gls{label}: short.  
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form, user text).  
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.  \
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form, user text).  \
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.  \
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert.  
Name: short.  
Sort: short.  
Description: long form.

15.41 long-hyphen-short-hyphen

First use \gls{label}: long form (short).  
Next use \gls{label}: short.  
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert (short-insert).  
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.  \
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert (short-insert).  \
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.  \
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert.  
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.42 long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen

First use \gls{label}: long form (short).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: long-form-insert (short-insert).
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.43 short-hyphen-long-hyphen

First use \gls{label}: short (long form).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert (long-form-insert).
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert (long-form-insert).
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.44 short-hyphen-postlong-hyphen

First use \gls{label}: short (long form).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert (long-form-insert).
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.
15.45 \textit{long-hyphen-noshort-noreg}

First use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}}$: long form.
Next use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}}$: long form.
First use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: long-form-insert.
Next use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: long-form-insert.
$\text{\textbackslash gls\texttrfamily\textit{label}\{-insert\}}$: long-form-insert (short).
$\text{\textbackslash gls\texttrshort\textit{label}\{-insert\}}$: short-insert.
$\text{\textbackslash gls\textltrlong\textit{label}\{-insert\}}$: long form-insert.
Name: short.
Sort: short.
Description: long form.

15.46 \textit{long-short-desc}

First use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}}$: long form (short).
Next use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}}$: short.
First use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: long form-insert (short).
Next use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: short-insert.
$\text{\textbackslash gls\texttrfull\textit{label}\{-insert\}}$: long form-insert (short).
$\text{\textbackslash gls\texttrshort\textit{label}\{-insert\}}$: short-insert.
$\text{\textbackslash gls\textltrlong\textit{label}\{-insert\}}$: long form-insert.
Name: long form (short).
Sort: long form (short).
Description: sample description.

15.47 \textit{short-long-desc}

First use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}}$: short (long form).
Next use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}}$: short.
First use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: short-insert (long form).
Next use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}[-insert]}$: short-insert.
$\text{\textbackslash gls\texttrfull\textit{label}\{-insert\}}$: short-insert (long form).
$\text{\textbackslash gls\texttrshort\textit{label}\{-insert\}}$: short-insert.
$\text{\textbackslash gls\textltrlong\textit{label}\{-insert\}}$: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.48 \textit{short-footnote-desc}

First use $\text{\textbackslash gls\{\textit{label}\}}$: short\footnote{short: long form}.
Next use \gls{label}: \textit{short}.
First use \gls{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert}~\textsuperscript{18}.
Next use \gls{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert}.
\glsxtrfull{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
\glsxtrshort{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert}.
\glsxtrlong{label}\[-insert]: \textit{long form-insert}.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.49 \textbf{short-postfootnote-desc}

First use \gls{label}: \textit{short}~\textsuperscript{19}.
Next use \gls{label}: \textit{short}.
First use \gls{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert}~\textsuperscript{20}.
Next use \gls{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert}.
\glsxtrfull{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
\glsxtrshort{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert}.
\glsxtrlong{label}\[-insert]: \textit{long form-insert}.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.50 \textbf{short-nolong-desc}

First use \gls{label}: \textit{short}.
Next use \gls{label}: \textit{short}.
First use \gls{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert}.
Next use \gls{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert}.
\glsxtrfull{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert (long form)}.
\glsxtrshort{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert}.
\glsxtrlong{label}\[-insert]: \textit{long form-insert}.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.51 \textbf{short-nolong-desc-noreg}

First use \gls{label}: \textit{short}.
Next use \gls{label}: \textit{short}.
First use \gls{label}\[-insert]: \textit{short-insert}.

\textsuperscript{18}\textit{short}: long form
\textsuperscript{19}\textit{short}: long form
\textsuperscript{20}\textit{short}: long form
CHAPTER 15. SUMMARY

Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.52 long-noshort-desc

First use \gls{label}: long form.
Next use \gls{label}: long form.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: long form.
Sort: long form.
Description: sample description.

15.53 long-noshort-desc-noreg

First use \gls{label}: long form.
Next use \gls{label}: long form.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: long form.
Sort: long form.
Description: sample description.

15.54 long-only-short-only-desc

First use \gls{label}: long form.
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: long form.
CHAPTER 15. SUMMARY

Sort: long form.
Description: sample description.

15.55 long-short-sc-desc
First use \gls{label}: long form (SHORT).
Next use \gls{label}: SHORT.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert (SHORT).
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert (SHORT).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: long form (SHORT).
Sort: long form (short).
Description: sample description.

15.56 short-sc-long-desc
First use \gls{label}: SHORT (long form).
Next use \gls{label}: SHORT.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT (long form).
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.57 short-sc-nolong-desc
First use \gls{label}: SHORT.
Next use \gls{label}: SHORT.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: SHORT-insert.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: SHORT-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.
15.58 long-noshort-sc-desc

First use \gls{label}: long form.
Next use \gls{label}: long form.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (SHORT).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: long form.
Sort: long form.
Description: sample description.

15.59 short-sc-footnote-desc

First use \gls{label}: SHORT\textsuperscript{21}.
Next use \gls{label}: SHORT.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT\textsuperscript{22}.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: SHORT (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.60 short-sc-postfootnote-desc

First use \gls{label}: SHORT\textsuperscript{23}.
Next use \gls{label}: SHORT.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT\textsuperscript{24}.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: SHORT-INSERT.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: SHORT (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

\textsuperscript{21}SHORT: long form
\textsuperscript{22}SHORT: long form
\textsuperscript{23}SHORT: long form
\textsuperscript{24}SHORT: long form
15.61 long-short-sm-desc

First use \glst{label}: long form (short).
Next use \glst{label}: short.
First use \glst{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short).
Next use \glst{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glstxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short).
\glstxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glstxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: long form (short).
Sort: long form (short).
Description: sample description.

15.62 short-sm-long-desc

First use \glst{label}: short (long form).
Next use \glst{label}: short.
First use \glst{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form).
Next use \glst{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glstxtrfull{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form).
\glstxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glstxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.63 short-sm-nolong-desc

First use \glst{label}: short.
Next use \glst{label}: short.
First use \glst{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
Next use \glst{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glstxtrfull{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form).
\glstxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glstxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.64 long-noshort-sm-desc

First use \glst{label}: long form.
Next use \glst{label}: long form.
First use \glst{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: long form.
Sort: long form.
Description: sample description.

15.65 short-sm-footnote-desc

First use \gls{label}: short\textsuperscript{25}.
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert\textsuperscript{26}.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.66 short-sm-postfootnote-desc

First use \gls{label}: short\textsuperscript{27}.
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert\textsuperscript{28}.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.67 long-short-em-desc

First use \gls{label}: long form (short).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short).
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.

\textsuperscript{25}short: long form
\textsuperscript{26}short: long form
\textsuperscript{27}short: long form
\textsuperscript{28}short: long form
15.68  long-em-short-em-desc

First use \textit{gls\{label\}}: long form (short).
Next use \textit{gls\{label\}}: short.
First use \textit{gls\{label\}\{-insert\}}: long form-insert (short).
Next use \textit{gls\{label\}\{-insert\}}: short-insert.
\textit{glxstrfull\{label\}\{-insert\}}: long form-insert (short).
\textit{glsxstrshort\{label\}\{-insert\}}: short-insert.
\textit{glsxstrlong\{label\}\{-insert\}}: long form-insert.
Name: long form (short).
Sort: long form (short).
Description: sample description.

15.69  short-em-long-desc

First use \textit{gls\{label\}}: short (long form).
Next use \textit{gls\{label\}}: short.
First use \textit{gls\{label\}\{-insert\}}: short-insert (long form).
Next use \textit{gls\{label\}\{-insert\}}: short-insert.
\textit{glxstrfull\{label\}\{-insert\}}: short-insert (long form).
\textit{glsxstrshort\{label\}\{-insert\}}: short-insert.
\textit{glsxstrlong\{label\}\{-insert\}}: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.70  short-em-long-em-desc

First use \textit{gls\{label\}}: short (long form).
Next use \textit{gls\{label\}}: short.
First use \textit{gls\{label\}\{-insert\}}: short-insert (long form).
Next use \textit{gls\{label\}\{-insert\}}: short-insert.
\textit{glxstrfull\{label\}\{-insert\}}: short-insert (long form).
\textit{glsxstrshort\{label\}\{-insert\}}: short-insert.
\textit{glsxstrlong\{label\}\{-insert\}}: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

### 15.71 short-em-nolong-desc

First use `{\gls{label}}`: short.
Next use `{\gls{label}}`: short.
First use `{\gls{label}}[-insert]`: short-insert.
`\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]`: short-insert (long form).
`\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]`: short-insert.
`\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]`: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

### 15.72 long-noshort-em-desc

First use `{\gls{label}}`: long form.
Next use `{\gls{label}}`: long form.
First use `{\gls{label}}[-insert]`: long form-insert.
Next use `{\gls{label}}[-insert]`: long form-insert.
`\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]`: long form-insert (short).
`\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]`: short-insert.
`\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]`: long form-insert.
Name: long form.
Sort: long form.
Description: sample description.

### 15.73 short-em-footnote-desc

First use `{\gls{label}}`: short\textsuperscript{29}.
Next use `{\gls{label}}`: short.
First use `{\gls{label}}[-insert]`: short-insert\textsuperscript{30}.
`\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]`: short-insert (long form).
`\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]`: short-insert.
`\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]`: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

\footnotesize
\textsuperscript{29} short: long form
\textsuperscript{30} short: long form
15.74 short-em-postfootnote-desc
First use \gls{label}: short.\(^{31}\)
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: short-insert.\(^{32}\)
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}{-insert}: short-insert (long form).
\glsxtrshort{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.75 long-em-noshort-em-desc
First use \gls{label}: long form.
Next use \gls{label}: long form.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}{-insert}: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Name: long form.
Sort: long form.
Description: sample description.

15.76 long-em-noshort-em-desc-noreg
First use \gls{label}: long form.
Next use \gls{label}: long form.
First use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}{-insert}: long form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}{-insert}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}{-insert}: long form-insert.
Name: long form.
Sort: long form.
Description: sample description.

\(^{31}\text{short: long form}\)
\(^{32}\text{short: long form}\)
15.77 long-short-user-desc

First use \lgl{label}: long form (short, user text).
Next use \lgl{label}: short.
First use \lgl{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short, user text).
Next use \lgl{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\lglxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short, user text).
\lglxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\lglxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: long form (short, user text).
Sort: long form (short).
Description: sample description.

15.78 long-postshort-user-desc

First use \lgl{label}: long form (short, user text).
Next use \lgl{label}: short.
First use \lgl{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short, user text).
Next use \lgl{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\lglxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long form-insert (short, user text).
\lglxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\lglxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: long form (short, user text).
Sort: long form.
Description: sample description.

15.79 short-long-user-desc

First use \lgl{label}: short (long form, user text).
Next use \lgl{label}: short.
First use \lgl{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form, user text).
Next use \lgl{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\lglxtrfull{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form, user text).
\lglxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\lglxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short (long forms, user text).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.80 short-postlong-user-desc

First use \lgl{label}: short (long form, user text).
Next use \lgl{label}: short.
First use \lgl{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long form, user text).
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert (long form, user text).
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
Name: short (long forms, user text).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.81  long-hyphen-short-hyphen-desc

First use \gls{label}: long form (short).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: long-form-insert (short-insert).
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: long-form-insert (short-insert).
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
Name: long form (short).
Sort: long form (short).
Description: sample description.

15.82  long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen-desc

First use \gls{label}: long form (short).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: long-form-insert (short-insert).
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
Name: long form (short).
Sort: long form (short).
Description: sample description.

15.83  short-hyphen-long-hyphen-desc

First use \gls{label}: short (long form).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert (long-form-insert).
Next use \gls{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert (long-form-insert).
\glsxtrshort{label}\{-insert\}: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}\{-insert\}: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.84 short-hyphen-postlong-hyphen-desc

First use \gls{label}: short (long form).
Next use \gls{label}: short.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert (long-form-insert).
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: short (long form).
Sort: short.
Description: sample description.

15.85 long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg

First use \gls{label}: long form.
Next use \gls{label}: long form.
First use \gls{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert.
Next use \gls{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert.
\glsxtrfull{label}[-insert]: long-form-insert (short).
\glsxtrshort{label}[-insert]: short-insert.
\glsxtrlong{label}[-insert]: long form-insert.
Name: long form.
Sort: long form.
Description: sample description.
Glossary

*long form* sample description [style: long-noshort-desc-noreg] 4, 6, 14, 17, 20, 22, 26, 29, 32, 35, 38, 41, 44, 68

*long form* sample description [style: long-em-noshort-desc-noreg] 4, 6, 11, 14, 16, 19, 22, 26, 29, 32, 35, 37, 41, 43, 68

*long form* sample description [style: long-hyphen-noshort-desc-noreg] 4, 7, 11, 14, 20, 23, 26, 29, 32, 35, 37, 41, 44, 71

*long form* sample description [style: long-noshort-desc-noreg] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 61

*long form* sample description [style: long-noshort-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 61


*long form* sample description [style: long-noshort-sc-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 61

*long form* sample description [style: long-noshort-sm-desc] 4, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 61

*long form* sample description [style: long-only-short-only-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 61


*long form (short)* sample description [style: long-em-short-em-desc] 4, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 26, 29, 32, 35, 37, 41, 43, 66

*long form (short)* sample description [style: long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen-desc] 4, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 26, 29, 32, 35, 37, 41, 43, 66

*long form (short)* sample description [style: long-hyphen-short-hyphen-desc] 4, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 26, 29, 32, 35, 37, 41, 43, 66
long form (short) sample description [style: long-short-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 59

long form (short) sample description [style: long-short-em-desc] 4, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 35, 37, 41, 43, 63, 66

long form (short) sample description [style: long-short-sc-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 62

long form (short) sample description [style: long-short-sm-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 41, 43, 64


short long form [style: long-em-noshort-em-noreg] 3, 6, 9, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 55

short long form [style: long-em-noshort-em] 3, 6, 9, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 55

short long form [style: long-em-short-em] 3, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 34, 36, 40, 42, 53

short long form [style: long-hyphen-noshort-noreg] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 59

short long form [style: long-hyphen-postshort-hyphen] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 58

short long form [style: long-hyphen-short-hyphen] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 57

short long form [style: long-noshort-em] 3, 6, 9, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 55

short long form [style: long-noshort-noreg] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 48

short long form [style: long-noshort-sm] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 40, 42, 52

short long form [style: long-noshort] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 47, 48

short long form [style: long-only-short-only] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 48
**Glossary**

**short** long form [style: long-postshort-user] 3, 6, 9, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 56, 57

**short** long form [style: long-short-em] 3, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 34, 36, 40, 42, 53

**SHORT** long form [style: long-short-sc] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 48

**short** long form [style: long-short-sm] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 51

**short** long form [style: long-short-user] 3, 6, 9, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 56

**short** long form [style: long-short] 2, 5, 8, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 45

**short** long form [style: nolong-short-em] 3, 6, 9, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 54

**short** long form [style: nolong-short-noreg] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 47

**SHORT** long form [style: nolong-short-sc] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 49

**short** long form [style: nolong-short-sm] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 51

**short** long form [style: nolong-short] 2, 5, 8, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 47


**short** long form [style: short-em-footnote] 3, 6, 9, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 55, 56

**short (long form)** sample description [style: short-em-long-desc] 4, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 26, 28, 31, 35, 37, 41, 43, 66

**short (long form)** sample description [style: short-em-long-em-desc] 4, 6, 11, 13, 16, 19, 22, 26, 28, 31, 35, 37, 41, 43, 66


**short** long form [style: short-em-long] 3, 5, 9, 13, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 31, 34, 36, 40, 42, 53

**short** long form [style: short-em-nolong] 3, 5, 9, 13, 16, 19, 21, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 54

**short (long form)** sample description [style: short-em-postfootnote-desc] 4, 6, 11, 14, 16, 19, 22, 26, 28, 32, 35, 37, 41, 43, 68

**short** long form [style: short-em-postfootnote] 3, 6, 9, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 56

**short (long form)** sample description [style: short-footnote-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 59, 60

**short** long form [style: short-footnote] 2, 5, 8, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 46


**short** long form [style: short-hyphen-long-hyphen] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 58


**short** long form [style: short-hyphen-postlong-hyphen] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 58

**short (long form)** sample description [style: short-long-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 59


**short** long form [style: short-long-user] 3, 6, 9, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 57

**short** long form [style: short-long] 2, 5, 8, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 45

**short (long form)** sample description [style: short-nolong-desc-noreg] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 60, 61

**short** long form [style: short-nolong-noreg] 2, 5, 8, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 47
Glossary

short long form [style: short-nolong] 2, 5, 8, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 46

short (long form) sample description [style: short-postfootnote-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 60

short long form [style: short-postfootnote] 2, 5, 8, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 46

short (long forms, user text) sample description [style: short-postlong-user-desc] 4, 7, 11, 14, 17, 20, 23, 26, 29, 32, 35, 38, 41, 44, 69, 70

short long form [style: short-postlong-user] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 57

SHORT (long form) sample description [style: short-sc-footnote-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 63

SHORT long form [style: short-sc-footnote] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 50

SHORT (long form) sample description [style: short-sc-long-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 62

SHORT long form [style: short-sc-long] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 49

SHORT (long form) sample description [style: short-sc-nolong-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 62

SHORT long form [style: short-sc-nolong] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 49

SHORT (long form) sample description [style: short-sc-postfootnote-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 40, 43, 63

SHORT long form [style: short-sc-postfootnote] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 50


short long form [style: short-sm-footnote] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 40, 42, 52

short (long form) sample description [style: short-sm-long-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 41, 43, 64

short long form [style: short-sm-long] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 51
Glossary

short (long form)  sample description [style: short-sm-nolong-desc] 3, 6, 10, 13, 16, 19, 22, 25, 28, 31, 34, 37, 41, 43, 64

short long form [style: short-sm-nolong] 2, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 33, 36, 39, 42, 51


short long form [style: short-sm-postfootnote] 3, 5, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27, 30, 34, 36, 40, 42, 52, 53